
 
 

Dragon Spin Pick óNô Mix 

¶ Play Dragon Spin Pick óNô Mix and select up to 3 bonuses 
from the 5 available. 

¶ Bonuses available include Symbol Eliminator, Fortune Eggs, 
Persisting Wilds, Goliath Reels and the Expanding Wilds! 



 
 

 

 

 

 

Bonus Selection 

¶ On the Bonus Selection screen you can choose which Dragon 
Spin bonuses are in play. 

¶ Up to 3 bonuses can be selected by pressing the icon at the 
bottom of the screen for the chosen bonus. Press the icon 

again to de-select the bonus. 
¶ Press the red reset button to clear all current bonus 

selections. 
¶ Press the green play button to enter the game with the chosen 

bonuses. 

 

 

¶ At least one bonus must be selected to enter the game. The 
fewer bonuses chosen, the more often they will appear! 

 
 

 



Bonus Entry 

¶ 3 bonus symbols in view on reels 2, 3 and 4 will award the 
associated Dragon Spin bonus. 

 

 

 

¶ Bonus and Dragon symbols are scatter symbols. 

¶ Each Dragon Spin bonus has a dedicated coloured Dragon 
symbol associated with it which is only present on reel 4. 

¶ Only Dragon symbols for active bonuses will be present on 
reel 4. 

¶ Bonus games use the same awards and win lines as the 
triggering game. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Symbol Eliminator 

 

¶ 3 bonus symbols including the Dragon symbol will award the 
Symbol Eliminator bonus with Unlimited Dragon Spins. 

¶ During the bonus, Dragon Eliminator symbols are present on 
reels 2, 3 and 4. 

 

¶ When a Dragon Eliminator symbol lands in view, the lowest 
paying symbol is eliminated for the remaining Unlimited 

Dragon Spins. 
¶ All suit symbols can be eliminated from the reels. 



 
 

 

¶ Once ALL suit symbols are eliminated, the Dragon Eliminator 
symbol is replaced by a Dragon Bonus End symbol. The 

Bonus ends when the Dragon Bonus End symbol lands in 
view. 

 
Bonus symbols do not appear in this bonus. 

¶ The bonus will end when the maximum win has been 
achieved. 

¶ The Dragon Eliminator and Dragon Bonus End symbols are 
Wild and substitute for all symbols. 

 
 
 
 

Fortune Eggs 

 

¶ 3 bonus symbols including the Dragon symbol will award the 
Fortune Eggs bonus with 5 Dragon Spins. 



¶ Choose one of the three Fortune Eggs on offer to reveal a 
cash value which ranges from 2x - 50x Total Bet. The cash 

value is awarded on initial reveal and also added to the 
Fortune Egg meter above the reels. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

¶ During the bonus, Fortune Egg symbols are present on all 
reels. 

¶ All Fortune Eggs that land in view pay the amount displayed in 
each of the Fortune Egg symbols. 

¶ The Bonus symbols and Dragon symbols can land in view 
during the bonus, triggering the Cash Boost, awarding an 

additional 5 Dragon Spins. The Fortune Eggs cash multiplier is 
then increased by an additional amount between 2 and 50. 
¶ Fortune Egg wins are paid in addition to line wins. 
¶ The bonus will end when there are no Dragon Spins 

remaining. 
¶ The bonus will end when the maximum win has been 

achieved. 
¶ All WILD symbols only appear on reels 2, 3, and 4. 

 
 
 
 
 



Persisting Wilds 

 

 

¶ 3 bonus symbols including the Dragon symbol will award the 
Persisting Wilds bonus with 5 Dragon Spins. 

¶ During the bonus, Wild symbols are present on reels 2, 3 and 
4. Any Wild symbol that lands in view are persistent for the 

remaining Dragon Spins. 

 

 

¶ Each Wild symbol that lands in view awards an additional 
Dragon Spin. 

¶ Wild symbols substitute for all symbols. 



¶ Bonus and Dragon symbols do not appear in this bonus. 
The bonus will end when there are no Dragon Spins 

remaining. 
The bonus cannot be re-triggered. 

¶ The bonus will end when the maximum win has been 
achieved. 

 
 

Goliath Reels 

 

 
 

¶ 3 bonus symbols including the Dragon symbol will award the 
Goliath Reels bonus with 10 Dragon Spins. 

¶ This feature contains three separate reel sets. There are 20 
win lines per reel set. 

¶ The centre of each of the reel sets is a Colossal Symbol that 
covers the middle three reels. 



 
 

 

¶ Bonus and Dragon symbols do not appear in this bonus. 
The bonus will end when there are no Dragon Spins 

remaining. 
The bonus cannot be re-triggered. 

¶ The bonus will end when the maximum win has been 
achieved. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Expanding Wilds 

 

 

¶ 3 bonus symbols including the Dragon symbol will award the 
Expanding Wilds bonus with 10 Dragon Spins. 

¶ During the bonus, Wild symbols are present on reels 2, 3 and 
4. Any Wild symbol that lands in view will expand to fill the 

reel. 



 
 

 

 

¶ Each Wild symbol that lands in view awards an additional 
Dragon Spin. Wild symbols substitute for all symbols. 

¶ Bonus and Dragon symbols do not appear in this bonus. 
The bonus will end when there are no Dragon Spins 

remaining. 
The bonus cannot be re-triggered. 

¶ The bonus will end when the maximum win has been 
achieved. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


